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About Tanadu (browser RPG)
Set in the mysterious and dangerous land of raw magic, Tanadu lets you assume
the role of a hero and a leader, struggling to expand his realm and better the lot
of his people.
Half a century ago explorers from the Old Kingdoms discovered a new
continent on the furthest end of a great ocean. Searching for gold and treasures,
they found instead something no less valuable, but far more dangerous – an
essence of raw force, substance called tanadu. This changed their world, as well
as the virgin land they invaded, for the greed of man is insatiable, and the power
of magic endless.
You are one of the many leaders of a war-thorn Lost Continent. You will have to
gather the heroes of the land, organize great armies, and lead your people to
greatness. Fate of the land is in your hands, and only the bravest deserve to rule
tanadu.
Mythic dragons, dwarven flying ships, deceitful elves, ancient horrors and
powerful magic – all of this can be found in a unique high fantasy world of
Tanadu.
More:
https://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/tanadu-mmo-game-users-now-availableto-use-polish-instant-messenger--gadu-gadu
About Can’t Stop Games (company info)
Can’t Stop Games was founded in 2007 in Wrocław – a thriving, multicultural
metropolis located in the very center of Europe.
Our team includes young and gifted creators as well as gamedev veterans. So
far we have developed more than 40 games across 14 platforms. At Can’t Stop
Games knowledge and experience meet energy and passion!

Our cutting-edge online games have earned us a leading position in Central
European social games market. Over a million players around the world enjoy
Pirates Saga and Tanadu each day. All of CSG products reach millions of fans
in Europe, Asia and both North and South Americas. By now, all our titles are
available in 13 language versions to users of over 20 leading world social
games portals.
New authentication tool for web services (technical release note)
Since the current release it is possible to add an authentication while deploying
a new outgoing web service. At the moment two authentication types are
provided:
Plain authentication – which sends authentication data in plain text via a
secure HTTPS protocol (in a SOAP header). This type has already been
implemented earlier and is considered default.
Plain security authentication – which sends authentication data in an obscured
form, to be deciphered on the recipient level. It is an implementation of WSSecurity authentication standard. In this case authentication data is part of the
body (not header) of SOAP file. Exact composition of authentication message
depends on policy definition, which has to be placed in web service WSDL file.
How to customize a shipment entry page (AX4 technical manual)
By reading this document you will learn how to create a custom shipment entry
page. We will explain everything based on a simple example and lead you step
by step through the process.
You will also learn how to use the basic functions of Freedom of Design – a
tool which will make the customization process easy.
But first, imagine you work at International Transport, a growing and versatile
logistics provider, and have the very responsible position of AX4 administrator.
Your job is to ensure that everyone can use the tools provided by AX4 as
effectively as possible. Your company has recently signed a lucrative contract
with a very demanding client, General Machines. You have been tasked with
configuring their AX4 account and, most importantly, customizing their
shipment forms.

Note that this article also covers a typical business case which may be included
in the AX4 training process.
More – available only for actual AX4 users.

